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Abstract

The incompleteness of set theory ZFC leads one to look for natural extensions of ZFC in which one can
prove statements wich appear as independent of ZFC but which look to be “true”. In this paper we deal
with set theory NC#

∞# based on hyper infinitary logic with Restricted Modus Ponens Rule. Set theory

NC#

∞#contains Aczel’s anti-foundation axiom. We present a new approach to the invariant subspace problem
for complex Hilbert spaces.This approach based on nonconservative extension of the model theoretical NSA.
Our main result will be that: if T is a bounded linear operator on an infinite-dimensional separable complex
Hilbert space H,it follow that T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace.
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1 Introduction

The incompleteness of set theory ZFC leads one to look for natural extensions of ZFC in which one can prove
statements independent of ZFC which appear to be “true”. One approach has been to add large cardinal axioms.
Or, one can investigate second-order expansions like Kelley-Morse class theory, KM or Tarski-Grothendieck
set theory TG [1]-[3].It is a non-conservative extension of ZFC and is obtaineed from other axiomatic set
theories by the inclusion of Tarski’s axiom which implies the existence of inaccessible cardinals. Non-conservative
extension of ZFC based on an generalized quantifiers considered in [4]. In this paper we look at a set theory
NC#

∞# ,based on bivalent hyper infinitary logic 2L#

∞# with restricted Modus Ponens Rule [5]-[8].Set theory

NC#

∞#contains Aczel’s anti-foundation axiom [9]. Non-conservative extension based on set theory NC#

∞# of the
model theoretical nonstandard analysis [10] also is considered in [8],[11].We present a new approach to invariant
subspace problem for complex Hilbert spaces.This approach based on nonconservative Extension of the Model
Theoretical NSA. Our main result will be that: if T is a bounded linear operator on an infinite-dimensional
complex separable Hilbert space H,it follow that T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace.

1.1 The invariant subspace problem. positive classical results

The problem, in a general form,is stated as follows.The Invariant Subspace Problem: If T is a bounded
linear operator on an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space H, does it follow that T has a non-trivial closed
invariant subspace? The Invariant Subspace Problem (as it stands today). If T is a bounded linear operator
on an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space H, does it follow that T has a non-trivial closed invariant
subspace? Sometime during the 1930s John von Neumann proved that compact operators have non-trivial
invariant subspaces, but did not publish it. The proof was rediscovered and finally published by N. Aronszajn
and K. T. Smith [12] in 1954.

Theorem 1.1. (von Neumann). Every compact operator on H has a non-trivial invariant subspace.

In 1966 Bernstein and Robinson [13] extended the result to the slightly larger class of polynomially compact
operators,see also [14].

Definition 1.1. A linear operator T on a Banach space is said to be polynomially compact if there is a non-zero
polynomial p (t) ∈ C[t] such that p(T ) is compact.

An nonclassical aspect of Bernstein and Robinson’s proof is that it used the relatively new techniques of non-
standard analysis, which builds up the foundations of analysis based on a rigorous definition of infinitesimal
numbers. Shortly after, the proof was translated into standard analysis by Halmos [15].

The next major generalization was achieved by Arveson and Feldman [16] in1968.

Definition 1.2.For a bounded linear operator T on X, the uniformly closed algebra generated by T , denoted by
A(T ), is defined to be the subspace [{I, T, T 2, ...}] of B(X).Alternatively, A(T ) is the smallest closed subspace
of B(X) containing T and I which is closed under function composition.

If T is a bounded operator, then A(T ) can be thought of as the closure of the set of polynomial combinations
of T , or the set of all operators which can be norm approximated by polynomial combinations of T.

Theorem 1.2.(Arveson and Feldman [16]). If T : H → H is a bounded quasinilpotent operator such that A(T )
contains a non-zero compact operator, then T has a non-trivial invariant subspace.

While the techniques of von Neumann and subsequent generalizations yielded many interesting and surprising
theorems during the 1950s and 60s, their effectiveness was reaching its limit by the 70s.
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1.2 Counterexamples on banach spaces

In 1975 Per Enflo discovered the first example of an operator on a Banach space having only the trivial invariant
subspaces. He gave an outline of the proof in 1976. However, his full solution was not submitted until 1981 and
did not appear in print until 1987 [17].As Enflo’s paper crawled through the publication process, C. J. Read
developed a counterexample of his own and submitted it for publication [18]. The paper was of similar length
and complexity to Enflo’s, however it was published much earlier in 1984.

1.3 The invariant subspace problem. Positive nonclassical results

A new approach to invariant subspace problem for complex Hilbert spaces originally has been presented in author
paper [19].This approach based on non-conservative Extension of the Model Theoretical NSA. The main result
will be that: if T is a bounded linear operator on an infinite-dimensional complex separable Hilbert space H,it
follow that T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace [19]. This approach based on hyper infinite induction
principle, see [8],sect.3,4.

1.4 The invariant subspace problem of oprator algebras. Positive nonclassical
results

Let X be a Banach space; let (X) be the lattice with the operations of intersection ∧ and of taking the closed
linear hull V of all of its closed subspaces; and let B(X) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators in X.
A subspace = ∈ (X) is said to be invariant (briefly IS) with respect to a family of operators < ∈ B(X), or <-
invariant, if Ax ∈ =,∀x ∈ = A ∈ <. The collection of all <-invariant subspaces is denoted by lat (<); obviously,
lat (<) is a complete sublattice in (X).

In the case when dim (X) < ∞, the fundamental problem of the existence of an IS is solved by Burnside’s
theorem: lat (<) = {0, X} ⇐⇒ (<) = B(X) where (<) is the algebra generated by <. The question of the
validity of an analogous statement with the replacement of (<) by its weak closure for a Banach space is called
Burnside’s problem in X; presently, Burnside’s problem is open from Burnside time until nowadays for all spaces
in which the IS problem is not solved by using canonical approuch.

Theorem 1.3.Let H be infinite-dimensional complex separable Hilbert space. Then lat(<) = {0, H} ⇐⇒
(<) = B(H).

2 External Non-Archimedean field ∗R#
c by Cauchy Completion

of the Internal Non-Archimedean Field ∗R

2.1 Basic results and definitions

Definition 2.1.[11]. A hyper infinite sequence of hyperreal numbers from ∗R is a function a : N# → ∗R from
hypernatural numbers N# into the hyperreal numbers ∗R.

We usually denote such a function by n 7→ an,or by a : n → an,so the terms in the sequence are written

{a1, a2, a3, ..., an...}. To refer to the whole hyper infinite sequence, we will write {an}∞
#

n=1,or {an}n∈N# , or for
the sake of brevity simply {an} .

Definition 2.2.[11]. Let {an} be a hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence mentioned above.
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Say that {an} #-tends to 0 if, given any ε > 0, ε ≈ 0,there is a hypernatural number N ∈ N#\N, N = N (ε)
such that, after N (i.e.for all n > N), |an| ≤ ε. We denote this symbolically by an →# 0.

We can also, at this point, define what it means for a hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence #-tends to any given
number q ∈ ∗R : {an} #-tends to q if the hyper infinite sequence {an − q} #-tends to 0 i.e., an − q →# 0.

Definition 2.3.[11]. Let {an} be a hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence. We call {an} a Cauchy hyper infinite
∗R-valued sequence if the difference between its terms #-tends to 0. To be precise: given any hyperreal number
such that ε > 0, ε ≈ 0,there is a hypernatural number N = N (ε) such that for any m,n > N, |an − am| < ε.

Theorem 2.1.[11].If {an} is a #-convergent hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence (that is, an →# q for some
hyperreal number q ∈ ∗R ), then {an} is a Cauchy hyper infinite ∗R -valued sequence.

Proof: We know that an →# q. Here is a ubiquitous trick: instead of using ε in the definition Definition 3.6.3,
start with an arbitrary infinite small ε > 0, ε ≈ 0 and then choose N ∈ N#\N so that |an − q| < ε/2 when
n > N. Then if m,n > N, we have |an − am| = |(an − q)− (am − q)| ≤ |an − q|+ |am − q| < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε.This
shows that {an}n∈N# is a Cauchy sequence.

Theorem 2.2.[11]. If {an} is a Cauchy hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence, then it is bounded or hyper bounded;
that is, there is some finite or hyperfinite M ∈ ∗R such that |an| ≤M for all n ∈ N#.

Proof.Since {an} is Cauchy, setting ε = 1 we know that there is some N ∈ N# such that |am−an| < 1whenever
m,n > N. Thus, |aN+1 − an| < 1 for n > N.

We can rewrite this as aN+1−1 < an < aN+1+1.This means that |an| is less than the maximum of |aN+1−1| and
|aN+1 + 1|. So, set M equal to the maximum number in the following list: {|a0|, |a1|, ..., |aN |, |aN+1−1|, |aN+1 +
1|}.Then for any term an, if n ≤ N, then |an| appears in the list and so |an| ≤ M ; if n > N, then (as shown
above) |an| is less than at least one of the last two entries in the list, and so |an| ≤ M.Hence, M ∈ ∗R is a
bound for the sequence {an} .

Definition 2.4.[11]. Let S be a set. A relation x ˜ y among pairs of elements of S is said to be an equivalence
relation if the following three properties hold:

Reflexivity: for any s ∈ S, s˜s.
Symmetry: for any s, t ∈ S, if s˜t then t˜s.

Transitivity: for any s, t, r ∈ S, if s˜t and t˜r, then s˜r.

Theorem 2.3.[11]. Let S be a set, with an equivalence relation (·˜·) on pairs of elements. For s ∈ S,denote by
cl[s] the set of all elements in S that are related to s. Then for any s, t ∈ S,either cl[s] = cl[t] or cl[s] and cl[t]
are disjoint.

The hyperreal numbers ∗R#
c will be constructed as equivalence classes of Cauchy hyper infinite ∗R-valued

sequences. Let ∗R denote the set of all Cauchy hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequences of hyperreal numbers. We
define the equivalence relation on ∗R.

Definition 2.5.[11]. Let {an} and {bn} be in ∗R . Say they are #-equivalent if an − bn →# 0 i.e., if and only if
the hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence {an − bn} #-tends to 0.

Theorem 2.4.[11].Definition 2.5 yields an equivalence relation on ∗R.
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Proof. We need to show that this relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

Reflexive: an − an = 0, and the hyper infinite sequence all of whose terms are 0 clearly #-converges to 0. So
{an} is related to {an}.

Symmetric: Suppose {an} is related to {bn}, so an − bn →# 0.

But bn − an = −(an − bn),and since only the absolute value |an − bn| = |bn − an| comes into play in Definition
2.2, it follows that bn − an →# 0 as well. Hence, {bn} is related to {an}.

Transitive: Here we will use the ε/2 trick we applied to prove Theorem 2.1. Suppose {an} is related to {bn},
and {bn} is related to {cn}. This means that an − bn →# 0 and bn − cn →# 0.To be fully precise, let us fix
ε > 0, ε ≈ 0; then there exists an N ∈ N# such that for all n > N, |an − bn| < ε/2; also, there exists an M such
that for all n > M, |bn − cn| < ε/2. Well, then, as long as n is bigger than both N and M, we have that
|an − cn| = |(an − bn) + (bn − cn)| ≤ |an − bn|+ |bn − cn| < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε.

So, choosing L equal to the max of N,M, we see that given ε > 0 we can alwayschoose L so that for
n > L, |an − cn| < ε. This means that an − cn →# 0 – i.e. {an} is related to {cn}.

Definition 2.6.[11]. The external hyperreal numbers ∗R#
c are the equivalence classes cl[{an}] of Cauchy hyper

infinite ∗R-valued sequences of hyperreal numbers, as per Definition 2.5. That is, each such equivalence class is
an external hyperreal number.

Definition 2.7.[11]. Given any hyperreal number q ∈ ∗R , define a hyperreal number q# to be the equivalence
class of the hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequence

q# = ( ∗q , ∗q , ∗q , ∗q , ...)

consisting entirely of ∗q, q ∈ R.So we view ∗R as being inside ∗R#
c by thinking of each hyperreal number q as its

associated equivalence class q#. It is standard to abuse this notation, and simply refer to the equivalence class
as q as well.

Definition 2.8.[11]. Let s, t ∈ ∗R#
c , so there are Cauchy hyper infinite ∗R-valued sequences {an},{bn} of

hyperreal numbers with s = cl[{an}] and t = cl[{bn}].

(a) Define s+ t to be the equivalence class of the sequence {an + bn}.
(b) Define s× t to be the equivalence class of the sequence {an × bn} .

Theorem 2.5.[11].The operations +,× in Definition 2.8 (a),(b) are well-defined.

Proof. Suppose that cl[{an}] = cl[{cn}] and cl[{bn}] = cl[{dn}]. Thus means that an − cn →# 0 and
bn − dn →# 0. Then (an + bn)− (cn + dn) = (an − cn) + (bn − dn).

Now, using the familiar ε/2 trick, you can construct a proof that this #-tends to 0, and so cl[{an + bn}] =
cl[{cn + dn}].

Multiplication is a little trickier; this is where we will use Theorem 2.3.

We will also use another ubiquitous technique: adding 0 in the form of s− s. Again, suppose that cl[(an)] =
cl[(cn)] and cl[{bn}] = cl[{dn}]; we wish to show that cl[{an × bn}] = cl[{cn × dn}], or, in other words, that
an×bn− cn · dn →# 0. Well, we add and subtract one of the other cross terms, say bn×cn : an×bn−cn×dn =
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an×bn+(bn×cn−bn×cn)−cn×dn ==(an×bn−bn×cn)+(bn×cn−cn×dn) = bn×(an−cn)+cn×(bn−dn).

Hence, we have |an×bn−cn×dn| ≤ |bn|×|an−cn|+ |cn|×|bn−dn|. Now, from Theorem 2.2, there are numbers
M and L such that |bn| ≤M and |cn| ≤ L for all n ∈ N#.

Taking some number K which is bigger than both, we have |an× bn−cn× dn| ≤ |bn|×|an−cn|+|cn|× |bn−dn| ≤
K(|an − cn|+ |bn − dn|).

Now, noting that both an − cn and bn − dn tend to 0 and using the ε/2 trick (actually, this time we’ll want to
use ε/2K), we see that an ×

¯
n− cn × dn →# 0.

Theorem 2.6.[11].Given any hyperreal number s ∈ ∗R
#
c , s 6= 0, there is a hyperreal number t ∈ ∗R#

c such that
s× t = 1.

Proof. First we must properly understand what the theorem says. The premise is that s is nonzero, which
means that s is not in the equivalence class of {0, 0, 0, 0, ...}. In other words, s = cl[{an}] where an − 0 does
not #-converge to 0. From this, we are to deduce the existence of a hyperreal number t = cl[{bn}]such that
s× t = cl[{an × bn}] is the same equivalence class as cl[{1, 1, 1, 1, ...}]. Doing so is actually an easy consequence
of the fact that nonzero hyperreal numbers have multiplicative inverses, but there is a subtle difficulty. Just
because s is nonzero (i.e. {an} does not tend to 0), there’s no reason any number of the terms in {an} can’t
equal 0.

However, it turns out that eventually, an 6= 0.

That is:

Lemma 2.1. If {an} is a hyper infinite Cauchy sequence which does not #-tend to 0, then there is an N ∈ N#\N
and ε ≈ 0, ε > 0 such that, for any n > N, |an| > ε.

Proof.Immediately from Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.9.[11]. Let s ∈ ∗R#
c . Say that s is positive if s 6= 0, and if s = cl[{an}] for some hyper infinite

Cauchy sequence of hyperreal numbers such that for some N ∈ N#, an > 0 for all n > N. Given two hyperreal
numbers s, t, say that s > t if s− t is positive.

Theorem 2.7.[11]. Let s, t ∈ ∗R#
c be hyperreal numbers such that s > t, and let r ∈ ∗R#

c . Then s+ r > t+ r.

Proof. Let s = cl[{an}], t = cl[{bn}], and r = cl[{cn}].Since s > t i.e., s − t > 0, we know that there is an
N ∈ N# such that, for n > N, an − bn > 0. So an > bn for n > N.

Now, adding cn to both sides of this inequality (as we know we can do for hyperreal numbers ∗R), we have
an+cn > bn+cn for n > N, or (an+cn)−(bn+cn) > 0 for n > N. Note also that (an+cn)−(bn+cn) = an−bn
does not #-converge to 0, by the assumption that s − t > 0. Thus, by Definition 2.8, this means that
s+ r = cl[{an + cn}] > cl[{bn + cn}] = t+ r.

Theorem 2.8.[11].Let s, t ∈ ∗R#
c s, t > 0 be hyperreal numbers. Then there is m ∈ N# such that m× s > t.

Proof. Let s, t > 0 be hyperreal numbers. We need to find a natural number m so that m × s > t.
First, recall that, by m in this context, we mean cl[{m,m,m,m, ...}]. So, letting s = cl[{an}] and t =
cl[{bn}],what we need to show is that there exists m with cl[{m,m,m,m, ...}] × cl[{a1, a2, a3, a4, ...}] =
cl[{m1,m× a2,m× a3,m× a4, ...}] > > cl[{b1, b2, b3, b4, ...}].
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Now, to say that cl[{m× an}] > cl[{bn}], or cl[{mn − bn}] is positive, is, by Definition 2.9, just to say that
there is N ∈ N# such that m × an − bn > 0 for all n > N, while m × an − bn 9# 0. To be precise, the first
statement is: There exist m,N ∈ N# so that m× an > bn for all n > N.

To produce a contradiction, we assume this is not the case; assume that (#) for every m and N, there exists an
n > N so that m× an ≤ bn.

Now, since {bn} is a Cauchy sequence, by Theorem 2.2 it is hyperbounded – there is a hyperreal number M ∈ ∗R
such that bn ≤ M for all n ∈ N#. Now, by the properties for the hyperreal numbers ∗R, given any hyperreal
number such that ε > 0, ε ≈ 0, there is an m ∈ N# such that M/m < ε/2. Fix such an m. Then if m× an ≤ bn,
we have an ≤ bn/m ≤M/m < ε/2.

Now, {an} is a Cauchy sequence, and so there exists N so that for n, k > N, |an − ak| < ε/2.

By Asumption (#), we also have an n > N such that m × an ≤ bn, which means that an < ε/2. But then for
every k > N, we have that ak − an < ε/2, so ak < an + ε/2 < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε. Hence, ak < ε for all k > N.
This proves that ak →# 0, which by Definition 2.9 contradicts the fact that cl[{an}] = s > 0.

Thus, there is indeed some m ∈ N so that m × an − bn > 0 for all sufficiently infinite large n ∈ N#\N. To
conclude the proof, we must also show that m× an − bn 9 0.

Actually, it is possible that m× an− bn → 0 (for example if {an} = {1, 1, 1, ...} and {bn} = {m,m,m, ...}). But
that’s okay: then we can simply choose a larger m. That is: let m be a hypernatural number constructed as
above, so that m× an − bn > 0 for all sufficiently large ∈ N#\N. If it happens to be true that m× an − bn 9 0,
then the proof is complete.

If, on the other hand, it turned out that m × an − bn → 0, then take instead the integer m + 1.Since
s = cl[{an}] > 0, we have an > 0 for all infinite large n, so (m + 1) × an − bn = m × an − bn+ an > an > 0
for all infinite large n, so m+ 1 works just as well as m did in this regard; and since m× an − bn → 0, we have
(m+ 1)× an − bn = (m× an − bn) + an 9 0 since s = cl[{an}] > 0 (so an 9 0).

It will be handy to have one more Theorem about how the hyperreals ∗R and hyperreals ∗R#
c compare before

we proceed. This theorem is known as the density of ∗R in ∗R#
c , and it follows almost immediately from the

construction of the ∗R#
c from ∗R.

Theorem 2.9. [11].Given any hyperreal number r ∈ ∗R#
c , and any hyperreal number ε > 0, ε ≈ 0, there is a

hyperreal number q ∈ ∗R such that |r − q| < ε.

Proof. The hyperreal number r is represented by a Cauchy ∗R-valued sequence {an} .

Since this sequence is Cauchy, given ε > 0, ε ≈ 0, there is N ∈ N# so that for all m,n > N, |an−am| < ε.Picking
some fixed l > N, we can take the hyperreal number q given by q = cl[{al, al, al, ...}]. Then we have r − q =
cl
[
{an − al}n∈N#

]
, and q − r = cl[{al − an}n∈N# ]. Now, since l > N, we see that for n > N, an − al < ε and

al − an < ε, which means by Definition 2.9 that r − q < ε and q − r < ε; hence, |r − q| < ε.

Definition 2.10.Let S $ ∗R#
c be a non-empty set of hyperreal numbers.

A hyperreal number x ∈ ∗R#
c is called an upper bound for S if x ≥ s for all s ∈ S.

A hyperreal number x is the least upper bound (or supremum supS) for S if x is an upper bound for S and
x ≤ y for every upper bound y of S.
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Remark 2.1.The order ≤ given by Definition 2.9 obviously is ≤ -incomplete.

Definition 2.11. Let S $ ∗R#
c be a nonempty subset of ∗R#

c .We we will say that:

(1) S is ≤ -admissible above if the following conditions aresatisfied:

(i) S bounded or hyperbounded above;

(ii) let A(S) be a set ∀x [x ∈ A(S) ⇐⇒ x ≥ S] then for any ε > 0, ε ≈ 0 there exist α ∈ S and β ∈ A(S)
such that β − α ≤ ε ≈ 0.

(2) S is ≤-admissible belov if the following condition are satisfied:

(i) S bounded belov;

(ii) let L(S) be a set ∀x [x ∈ L(S) ⇐⇒ x ≤ S] then for any ε > 0, ε ≈ 0 there exst α ∈ S and β ∈ L(S)
such that α− β ≤ ε ≈ 0.

Theorem 2.10. (i) Any ≤-admissible above subset S ⊂ ∗R#
c has the least upper bound property.(ii) Any

≤-admissible below subset S ⊂ ∗R#
c has the greatest lower bound property.

Proof. Let S ⊂ ∗R#
c be a nonempty subset, and let M be an upper bound for S. We are going to construct two

sequences of hyperreal numbers, {un} and {ln}. First, since S is nonempty, there is some element s0 ∈ S. Now, we
go through the following hyperinductive procedure to produce numbers u0, u1, u2, ..., un, ... and l1, l2, l3, ..., ln, ...

(i) Set u0 = M and l0 = s.

(ii) Suppose that we have already defined un and ln. Consider the number mn = (un + ln)/2,the average
between un and ln.

(1) If mn is an upper bound for S, define un+1 = mn and ln+1 = ln.

(2) If mn is not an upper bound for S, define un+1 = un and ln+1 = ln.

Remark 2.1.Since s < M, it is easy to prove by hyper infinite induction that

(i) {un} is a non-increasing sequence: un+1 ≤ un, n ∈ N#and {ln} is a non-decreasing sequence ln+1 ≥
ln, n ∈ N#,
(ii) un is an upper bound for S for all n ∈ N# and ln is never an upper bound for S for any n ∈ N#,
(iii) un − ln = 2−n(M − s).
This gives us the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. {un} and {ln} are Cauchy ∗R-valued sequences of hyperreal numbers.

Proof. Note that each ln ≤ M for all n ∈ N#. Since {ln} is non-decreasing and un − ln = 2−n(M − s), it
follows directly that {ln} is Cauchy.

For {un}, we have un ≥ s0 for all n ∈ N#, and so −un ≤ −s0.

Since {un} is non-increasing, {−un} is non-decreasing, and so as above, {−un} is Cauchy. It is easy to verify
that, therefore, {un} is Cauchy.

The following Lemma shows that {un} does #-tend to a hyperreal number u ∈ ∗R#
c .

Lemma 2.3. There is a hyperreal number u ∈ ∗R#
c such that un →# u.

Proof. Fix a term un in the sequence {un}.

By Theorem 2.9, there is a hyperreal number qn ∈ ∗R , n ∈ N# such that |un−qn| < 1/n. Consider the sequence
{q1, q2, q3, ..., qn, ...} of hyperreal numbers. We will show this sequence is Cauchy.
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Fix ε > 0, ε ≈ 0. By the Theorem 2.8, we can choose N ∈ N# so that 1/N < ε/3. We know, since {un} is Cauchy,
that there is an M ∈ N# such that for n,m > M, |un − um| < ε/3. Then, so long as n,m > max{N,M}, we
have

|qn − qm| = |(qn − un) + (un − um) + (um − qm)| ≤
≤ |qn − un|+ |un − um|+ |um − qm| < ε/3 + ε/3 + ε/3 = ε.

Thus, {qn} is a Cauchy sequence of internal hyperreal numbers, and so it represents the external hyperreal
number u = cl[{qn}].We must show that un − u →# 0, but this is practically built into the definition of u. To
be precise, letting q∗n be the hyperreal number cl[{qn, qn, qn, ...}], we see immediately that q∗n − u →# 0 (this
is precisely equivalent to the statement that {qn} is Cauchy). But un − q∗n < 1/n by construction; it is easily
verify that the assertion that if a sequence q∗n →# u and un−q∗n →# 0, then un →# u.So {un}, a non-increasing
sequence of upper bounds for S, tends to a hyperreal number u. As you’ve guessed, u is the least upper bound
of our set S.

To prove this, we need one more lemma.

Lemma 2.4. ln →# u.

Proof. First, note in the first case above, we have that

un+1 − ln+1 = mn − ln =
un + ln

2
− ln =

un − ln
2

.

In the second case, we also have

un+1 − ln+1 = un −mn = un −
un + ln

2
=
un − ln

2
.

Now, this means that u1− l1 = 1
2
(M−s), and so u2− l2 = 1

2
(u1− l1) = 1

22
(L−s), and in general by hyperinfinite

induction, un − ln = 2−n(M − s). Since M > s so M − s > 0, and since 2−n < 1/n, by the Theorem 2.8, we
have for any ε > 0 that 2−n(M − s) < ε for all sufficiently large n ∈ N#. Thus, un − ln = 2−n(M − s) < ε as
well, and so un − ln →# 0. Again, it is easily verify that, since un →# u, we have ln →# u as well.

Remark 2.2.Note that assumption in Theorem 2.10 that S is ≤-admissible above subset of R#
c is necessarily,

othervice Theorem 2.10 is not holds.

Theorem 2.11.[11].(Generalized Nested Intervals Theorem)

Let {In}n∈N# = {[an, bn]}n∈N# , [an, bn] ⊂ R#
c be a hyper infinite sequence of closed intervals satisfying each of

the following conditions:

(i) I1 ⊇ I2 ⊇ I3 ⊇ ... ⊇ In ⊇ ...,
(ii) bn − an →# 0 as n→∞#.

Then ∩∞
#

n=1In consists of exactly one hyperreal number x ∈ R#
c . Moreover both sequences {an} and {bn} #-

converge to x.

Proof.Note that: (a) the set A =
{
an|n ∈ N#

}
is hyperbouded above by b1and (b) the set A =

{
an|n ∈ N#

}
is ≤-admissible above subset of R#

c .

By Theorem 2.10 there exists supA. Let ξ = supA.

Since In are nested,for any positive hyperintegers m and n we have am ≤ am+n ≤ bm+n ≤ bn,so that ξ ≤ bn
for each n ∈ N#.Since we obviously have an ≤ ξfor each n ∈ N#,we have an ≤ ξ ≤ bn for all n ∈ N#,which

implies ξ ∈ ∩∞
#

n=1In.Finally, if ξ, η ∈ ∩∞
#

n=1In, with ξ ≤ η, then we get 0 ≤ η − ξ ≤ bn − an,for all n ∈ N#,so that
0 ≤ η − ξ ≤ infn∈N# |bn − an| = 0.
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Theorem 2.12.[11].(Generalized Squeeze Theorem)

Let {an} , {cn} be two hyper infinite sequences #-converging to L,and {bn} a hyper infinite sequence. If
∀n ≥ K,K ∈ N# we have an ≤ bn ≤ cn , then {bn}also #-converges to L.

Proof. Choose an 3b5 > 0, ε ≈ 0. By definition of the #-limit,there is an N1 ∈ N# such that for all n > N1

we have |an − L| < 3b5, in other words L− 3b5 < an < L+ 3b5.Similarly, there is an N2 ∈ N# such that for all
n > N2 we have L− 3b5 < cn < L+ 3b5.

Denote N = max(N1, N2,K). Then for n > N,L − 3b5 < an ≤ bn ≤ cn < L + 3b5, in other words
|bn−L| < 3b5.Since 3b5 > 0, 3b5 ≈ 0 was arbitrary, by definition of the #-limit this says that #-limn→∞# bn = L.

Theorem 2.13.(Corollary of the Generalized Squeeze Theorem).

If #-limn→∞# |an| = 0 then #-limn→∞# an = 0.

Proof.We know that −|an| ≤ an ≤ |an|.We want to apply the Generalized Squeeze Theorem. We are given that
#-limn→∞# |an| = 0.This also implies that #-limn→∞#(−|an|) = 0.So by the Generalized Squeeze Theorem,
#-limn→∞# an = 0.

Theorem 2.14.[11].(Generalized Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem) Every hyperbounded hyper infinite ∗R#
c -

valued sequence has a #-convergent hyper infinite subsequence.

Proof. Let {wn}n∈N# be a hyperbounded hyper infinite sequence. Then, there exists an interval [a1, b1] such

that a1 ≤ wn ≤ b1for all n ∈ N#.

Either
[
a1,

a1+b1
2

]
or
[
a1+b1

2
, b1
]

contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}. That is, there exists hyper

infinitely many n in N# such that an is in
[
a1,

a1+b1
2

]
or there exists hyper infinitely many n in N# such that an

is in
[
a1+b1

2
, b1
]
.

If
[
a1,

a1+b1
2

]
contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}, let [a2, b2] =

[
a1,

a1+b1
2

]
. Otherwise, let [a2, b2] =[

a1+b1
2

, b1
]
.

Either
[
a2,

a2+b2
2

]
or
[
a2+b2

2
, b2
]

contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}n∈N# . If
[
a2,

a2+b2
2

]
contains hyper

infinitely many terms of {wn}, let [a3, b3] =
[
a2,

a2+b2
2

]
.

Otherwise, let [a3, b3] =
[
a2+b2

2
, b2
]
. By hyper infinite induction, we can continue this construction and obtain

hyper infinite sequence of intervals {[an, bn]}n∈N# such that:

(i) for each n ∈ N#, [an, bn] contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}n∈N# ,

(ii) for each n ∈ N#, [an+1, bn+1] ⊆ [an, bn] and

(iii) for each n ∈ N#, bn+1 − an+1 = 1
2

(bn − an) .

Then generalized nested intervals theorem implies that the intersection of all of the intervals [an, bn] is a single
point w. We will now construct a hyper infinite subsequence of {wn}n∈N# which will #-converge to w.

Since [a1, b1] contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}n∈N# , there exists k1 ∈ N# such that wk1 is in [a1, b1] .

Since [a2, b2] contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}n∈N# ,there exists k2 ∈ N#, k2 > k1, such that wk2
is in [a2, b2] .
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Since [a3, b3] contains hyper infinitely many terms of {wn}n∈N# , there exists k3 ∈ N#, k3 > k2, such that wk3 is in
[a3, b3] . Continuing this process by hyper infinite induction, we obtain hyper infinite sequence {wkn}n∈N# such

that wkn ∈ [an, bn] for each n ∈ N#.The sequence {wkn}n∈N# is a subsequence of {wn}n∈N# since kn+1 > kn for

each n ∈ N#. Since an →# w, and an ≤ wn ≤ bn for each n ∈ N#, the squeeze theorem implies that wkn →# w.

Definition 2.12. Let {an} be a hyperreal sequence i.e.,an ∈ ∗R#
c , n ∈ N#. Say that {an} #-tends to 0 if,

given any ε > 0, ε ≈ 0,there is a hypernatural number N ∈ N#\N, N = N (ε) such that,for all n > N , |an| ≤ ε.
We often denote this symbolically by an →# 0.

We can also, at this point, define what it means for a hyperreal sequence #-tends to a given number q ∈ ∗R#
c :

{an} #-tends to q if the hyperreal sequence {an − q} #-tends to 0 i.e., an − q →# 0.

Definition 2.13. Let {an} , n ∈ N# be a hyperreal sequence. We call {an} a Cauchy hyperreal sequence if the
difference between its terms #-tends to 0. To be precise: given any hyperreal number ε > 0, ε ≈ 0,there is a
hypernatural number N = N (ε) such that for any m,n > N, |an − am| < ε.

Theorem 2.15. If {an} is a #-convergent hyperreal sequence (that is, an →# b for some hyperreal number
b ∈ R#

c ), then {an} is a Cauchy hyperreal sequence.

Theorem 2.16. If {an} is a Cauchy hyperreal sequence, then it is hyper bounded; that is, there is some
M ∈ R#

c such that |an| ≤M for all n ∈ N#.

Theorem 2.17. Any Cauchy hyperreal sequence {an}has a #-limit in ∗R#
c i.e.,there exists b ∈ ∗R#

c such that
an →# b.

Proof.By Definition 2.13 given ε > 0, ε ≈ 0,there is a hypernatural number N = N (ε) such that for any
n, n′ > N,

|an − an′ | < ε. (2.1)

From (2.1) for any n, n′ > N we get

an′ − ε < an < an + ε. (2.2)

The generalized Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem implies there is a #-convergent hyper infinite subsequence {ank} ⊂
{an} such that ank →# b for some hyperreal number b ∈ ∗R#

c .Let us show that the sequence {an} also #-
convergent to this b ∈ ∗R#

c .
We can choose k ∈ N# so large that nk > N and

|ank − b| < ε. (2.3)

We choose now in (2.1) n′ = nk and therefore

|an − ank | < ε (2.4)

From (2.3) and (2.4) for any n > N we get

|(ank − b) + (an − ank )| = |an − b| < 2ε. (2.5)

Thus an →# b as well.
Remark 2.3.Note that there exist canonical natural embedings
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R ↪→ ∗R ↪→ ∗R#
c (2.6)

2.2 The extended hyperreal number system ∗̂Rc#

Definition 2.14.(a) A set S ⊂ N# is hyperfinite if card (S) = card ({x|0 ≤ x ≤ n}) ,n ∈ N#\N.(b) A set
S ⊆ N# is hyper infinite if card (S) = card

(
N#
)
.

Notation 2.1. If F is an arbitrary collection of subsets of ∗R#
c , then ∪{S|S ∈ F}is the set of all elements

that are members of at least one of the sets in F , and ∩{S|S ∈ F} is the set of all elements that are members
of every set in F. The union and intersection of finitely or hyperfinitely many sets Sk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n ∈ N# are also
written as ∪nk=0Sk and ∩nk=0Sk. The union and intersection of an hyperinfinite sequence Sk, k ∈ N# of sets

are written as ∪∞
#

k=0S or ∪n∈N#S and ∩∞
#

k=0S or ∩n∈N#S correspondingly.

A nonempty set S of hyperreal numbers ∗R#
c is unbounded above if it has no hyperfinite upper bound, or

unbounded below if it has no hyperfinite lower bound. It is convenient to adjoin to the hyperreal number system
two points, +∞# (which we also write more simply as ∞#) and −∞#,and to define the order relationships
between them and any hyperreal number x ∈ ∗R#

c by −∞# < x <∞#.

We call −∞# and ∞# points at hyperinfinity. If S is a nonempty set of hyperreals, we write supS = ∞# to
indicate that S is unbounded above, and inf S = −∞# to indicate that S is unbounded below.

2.3 #−Openand#−ClosedSetson∗R̂#
c

Definition 2.15.If a and b are in the extended hyperreals and a < b, then the open (a, b) is defined by
(a, b) , {x|a < x < b} .

The open intervals
(
a,+∞#

)
and

(
−∞#, b

)
are semi-hyperinfinite if a and b are finite or hyperfinite, and(

−∞#,∞#
)

is the entire hyperreal line.

If −∞# < a < b < ∞#, the set [a, b] , {x|a ≤ x ≤ b} is #-closed, since its complement is the union of the
#-open sets

(
−∞#, a

)
and

(
b,∞#

)
. We say that [a, b] is a #-closed interval. Semi-hyper infinite #-closed

intervals are sets of the form [a,∞) = {x|a ≤ x} and
(
−∞#, a

]
= {x|x ≤ a} ,where a is finite or hyperfinite.

They are #-closed sets, since their complements are the #-open intervals
(
−∞#, a

)
and

(
a,∞#

)
,respectively.

Definition 2.16.If x0 ∈ R#
c is a hyperreal number and ε > 0, ε ≈ 0 then the open interval (x0 − ε, x0 + ε) is an

#-neighborhood of x0. If a set S ⊂ ∗R#
c contains an #-neighborhood of x0, then S is a #-neighborhood of x0,

and x0 is an #-interior point of S.

The set of #-interior points of S is the #-interior of S, denoted by #-Int (S).
(i) If every point of S is an #-interior point (that is, S = #-Int (S) ), then S is #-open.
(ii) A set S is #-closed if Sc = ∗R#

c \S is #-open.

Example 2.1. An open interval (a, b) is an #-open set, because if x0 ∈ (a, b) and ε ≤ min {x0 − a; b− x0},
then (x0 − ε, x0 + ε) ⊂ (a, b)
Remark 2.4.The entire hyperline ∗R#

c =
(
−∞#,∞#

)
is #-open, and therefore ∅ is #-closed.However, ∅ is

also #-open, for to deny this is to say that ∅ contains a point that is not an #-interior point, which is absurd
because ∅ contains no points. Since ∅ is #-open, ∗R̂#

c is #-closed. Thus, ∗R̂#
c and ∅ are both #-open and

#-closed.

Remark 2.5.They are not the only subsets of ∗R̂#
c with this property.
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Definition 2.17.A deleted #-neighborhood of a point x0 is a set that contains every point of some #-
neighborhood of x0 except for x0 itself. For example, S = {x|0 < |x− x0| < ε} ,where ε ≈ 0, is a deleted
#-neighborhood of x0. We also say that it is a deleted ε-#-neighborhood of x0.

Theorem 2.18.(a) The union of #-open sets is #-open:
(b) The #-intersection of #-closed sets is #-closed:

These statements apply to arbitrary collections, hyperfinite or hyperinfinite, of #-open and #-closed sets.

Proof (a) Let L be a collection of #-open sets and S = ∪ {G|G ∈ L} .

If x0 ∈ S, then x0 ∈ G0 for some G0 in L, and since G0 is #-open, it contains some ε-#-neighborhood of
x0. Since G0 ⊂ S, this ε-#–neighborhood is in S, which is consequently a #-neighborhood of x0.Thus, S is a
#-neighborhood of each of its points, and therefore #-open, by definition.

(b) Let F be a collection of #-closed sets and T = ∩{H|H ∈ F}. Then T c = ∪{Hc|H ∈ F} and, since each Hc

is #-open, T c is #-open, from (a).
Therefore, T is #-closed, by definition.

Example 2.2. If −∞# < a < b < ∞#, the set [a, b] = {x|a ≤ x ≤ b} is #-closed, since its complement is
the union of the #-open sets

(
−∞#a

)
and

(
b,∞#

)
. We say that [a, b] isa#−closedinterval.Theset[a, b) =

{x|a ≤ x < b} is a half-#-closed or half-#-open interval if −∞# < a < b < ∞#, as is (a, b] = {x|a < x ≤ b}
however, neither of these sets is #-open or #-closed. Semi-infinite #-closed intervals are sets of the form[
a,∞#

)
= {x|a ≤ x} and

(
−∞#, a

]
= {x|x ≤ a} ,where a is hyperfinite. They are #-closed sets, since their

complements are the #-open intervals
(
−∞#, a

)
and

(
a,∞#

)
,respectively.

Definition 2.18. Let S be a subset of R̂#
c =

(
−∞#,∞#

)
. Then

(a) x0 is a #-limit point of S if every deleted #-neighborhood of x0 contains a point of S.
(b) x0 is a boundary point of S if every #-neighborhood of x0 contains at least one point in S and one not

in S. The set of #-boundary points of S is the #-boundary of S, denoted by #-∂S. The #-closure of S, denoted
by #-S, is S ∪#-∂S.

(c) x0 is an #-isolated point of S if x0 ∈ S and there is a #-neighborhood of x0 that contains no other point
of S.

(d) x0 is #-exterior to S if x0 is in the #-interior of Sc. The collection of such points is the #-exterior of S.

Theorem 2.19. A set S is #-closed if and only if no point of Sc is a #-limit point of S.

Proof. Suppose that S is #-closed and x0 ∈ Sc. Since Sc is #-open, there is a #-neighborhood of x0 that is
contained in Sc and therefore contains no points of S.
Hence, x0 cannot be a #-limit point of S. For the converse, if no point of Sc is a #-limit point of S then every
point in Sc must have a #-neighborhood contained in Sc. Therefore, Sc is #-open and S is #-closed.

Corollary 2.1.A set S is #-closed if and only if it contains all its #-limit points.
If S is #-closed and hyper bounded, then inf (S) and sup (S) are both in S.

Proposition 2.1. If S is #-closed and hyper bounded, then inf (S) and sup (S) are both in S.

2.4 #−OpenCoverings

Definition 2.19.A collection H of #-open sets of R#
c is an #-open covering of a set S if every point in S is

contained in a set H belonging to H; that is, if S ⊂ ∪{F |F ∈ H} .
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Definition 2.20.A set S ⊂ R#
c is called #-compact (or hyper compact) if each of its #-open covers has a

hyperfinite subcover.

Theorem 2.20.[11].(Generalized Heine–Borel Theorem) If H is an #-open covering of a #-closed and

hyper bounded subset S of the hyperreal line ∗R#
c (or of the ∗R#n

c , n ∈ N#) then S has an #-open covering H̃
consisting of hyper finite many #-open sets belonging to H.

Proof. If a set S in ∗R#n
c is hyper bounded, then it can be enclosed within an n-box T0 = [−a, a]n where a > 0.

By the property above, it is enough to show that T0 is #-compact.

Assume, by way of contradiction, that T0 is not #-compact. Then there exists an hyper infinite open cover C∞#

of T0 that does not admit any hyperfinite subcover. Through bisection of each of the sides of T0, the box T0 can
be broken up into 2n sub n-boxes, each of which has diameter equal to half the diameter of T0. Then at least
one of the 2n sections of T0 must require an hyper infinite subcover of C∞# , otherwise C∞# itself would have
a hyperfinite subcover, by uniting together the hyperfinite covers of the sections.

Call this section T1.Likewise, the sides of T1 can be bisected, yielding 2n sections of T1, at least one of which
must require an hyper infinite subcover of C∞# . Continuing in like manner yields a decreasing hyper infinite
sequence of nested n-boxes:

T0 ⊃ T1 ⊃ T2 ⊃ ... ⊃ Tk ⊃ ..., k ∈ Nc#, where the side length of Tk is (2 a) / 2k, which #-converges to 0 as k
tends to hyper infinity, k →∞#. Let us define a hyper infinite sequence {xk}k∈N# such that each xk : xk ∈ Tk.
This hyper infinite sequence is Cauchy,so it must #-converge to some #-limit L. Since each Tkis #-closed, and
for each k the sequence {xk}k∈N# is eventually always inside Tk, we see that L ∈ Tk for each k ∈ N#.

Since C∞# covers T0, then it has some member U ∈ C∞# such that L ∈ U. Since U is open, there is an n-ball
B(L) ⊆ U. For large enough k, one has Tk ⊆ B(L) ⊆ U, but then the hyper infinite number of members of C∞#

needed to cover Tk can be replaced by just one: U , a contradiction.Thus, T0 is #-compact. Since S is #-closed
and a subset of the #-compact set T0, then S is also #-compact.

As an application of the Generalized Heine–Borel theorem, we give a short proof of the Generalized Bolzano–
Weierstrass Theorem.

Theorem .21.(Generalized Bolzano–Weierstrass Theorem) Every hyper bounded hyper infinite set S ⊂ ∗R#
c

has at least one #-limit point.

Proof. We will show that a hyper bounded nonempty set without a #-limit point can contain only finite or
a hyper finite number of points. If S has no #-limit points, then S is #-closed and every point x ∈ S has an
#-open neighborhood Nx that contains no point of S other than x.The collection H = {Nx|x ∈ S} is an #-open
covering for S. Since S is also hyper bounded, Theorem 2.20 implies that S can be covered by finite or a hyper
finite collection of sets from H, say Nx1 , ..., Nxn , n ∈ N#.

Since these sets contain only x1, ..., xn from S, it follows that S = {xk}1≤k≤n , n ∈ N#.

3 External Hyperfinite Sum of the ∗R#
c - valued Hyperfinite

Sequences. Main Properties

Theorem 3.1.[11]. Let {ai}ni=1and {bi}ni=1be ∗R#
c - valued hyperfinite sequences. The following equalities

holds for any n, k1, l1 ∈ N#\N :
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(1)

b×

(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai

)
= Ext-

n∑
i=0

b× ai (3.1)

(2)

Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai ± Ext-
n∑
i=0

bi = Ext-

n∑
i=0

(ai ± bi) (3.2)

(3)

Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai = Ext-

j∑
i=0

ai + Ext-

n∑
i=j+1

ai (3.3)

(4)

Ext-

k1∑
i=k0

Ext- l1∑
j=l0

aij

 = Ext-

l1∑
j=l0

Ext- k1∑
i=k0

aij

 (3.4)

(5) (
Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai

)
×

(
Ext-

n∑
j=0

bj

)
= Ext-

n∑
i=0

(
Ext-

n∑
j=0

ai × bj

)
(3.5)

(6) (
Ext-

n∏
i=0

ai

)
×

(
Ext-

n∏
i=0

bi

)
= Ext-

n∏
i=0

ai × bi (3.6)

(7) (
Ext-

n∏
i=0

ai

)m
= Ext-

n∏
i=0

ami (3.7)

Proof.Imediately by generalized recursion theorem (see[8],sect.3.2,Theorem 3.1) and by hyper infinite induction
principle, see [8],sect.3,4.

Theorem 3.2.[11]. (1) Let {ai}ni=1and{bi}ni=1be ∗R#
c - valued hyperfinite sequences.

Suppose that: (i) ai ≤ bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (ii) {ai}ni=1 is increasing and (iii) sequence {bi}ni=1 is non-decreasing,
then the following equalities hold for any n ∈ N# :

Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai ≤ Ext-
n∑
i=0

bi (3.8)

(2) Let {ai}ni=1and {bi}ni=1be ∗R#
c - valued hyperfinite sequences.

Suppose that:(i) ai ≥ bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (ii) {ai}ni=1 is non increasing and (iii) sequence {bi}ni=1 is monotone
decreasing, then the following equalities hold for any n ∈ N# :

Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai > Ext-

n∑
i=0

bi. (3.9)

Theorem 3.3.[11]. Let {ai}ni=1and {bi}ni=1be ∗R#
c - valued hyperfinite sequences. Then the following equalities

holds for any n ∈ N# :
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(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai × bi

)2

≤

(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

a2i

)(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

b2i

)
. (3.10)

4 External Countable Sum Ext-
∑

n∈N an from External Hyperfinite
Sum

Definition 4.1.[11].Let {an}n∈N be ∗R -valued countable sequence. Let {an}mn=1be any ∗R -valued hyperfinite

sequence with m ∈ ∗N \N and such that an = 0 if n ∈ N#\N.

Then we define external sum of the countable sequence {an}n∈N (or ω-sum) as thefollowing hyperfinite sum

Ext-

m∑
n=1

an ∈ ∗R (4.1)

and denote such sum by the symbol

Ext-n∈Nan (4.2)

or by the symbol

Ext-

ω∑
n=k

an. (4.3)

Remark 4.1. Let {an}n∈N be R-valued countable sequence. Note that: (i) for canonical summation we always
apply standard notation

∞∑
n=k

an. (4.4)

(ii) the countable summ (ω-sum ) (4.3) in contrast with (4.4) abviously always exists even if a series (4.3) diverges

absolutely i.e.,
∞∑
n=k

|an| =∞.

Definition 4.2.[5].(i) Let U be a free ultrafilters on N and introduce an equivalence relation on sequences in
RN as f1 ∼U f2 iff {i ∈ N|f1 (i) = f2 (i)} ∈ U.

(ii) RN divided out by the equivalence relation ∼Ugives us the nonstandard extension ∗R, the hyperreals; in
symbols, ∗R = RN/ ∼U and similarly NN divided out by the equivalence relation ∼Ugives us the nonstandard
extension ∗N, the hyperintegers; in symbols,∗N = NN/ ∼U .

Abbreviation 4.1.If f ∈ RN, we denote its image in ∗R.

by

cl (f) , (4.5)

i.e., cl (f) =
{
g ∈ RN|g ∼U f

}
.
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Assumption 4.1.We assume now that there is an embedding ∗N ↪→ N#.

Remark 4.2.For any real number r ∈ R let r denote the constant function r :N→ R with value r,i.e.,r (n) = r,for
all n ∈ N.We then have a natural embedding ∗ : R→ ∗R

by setting ∗r = cl (r) for all r ∈ R.

Example 4.1. Let ∗1 (n) : N → ∗R be the constant ∗R-valued function with value ∗1 ,i.e., ∗1 (n) = ∗1 ,for
all n ∈ N and ∗1 (n) = ∗0 ,for all n ∈ N#\N.

The ω-sum Ext-
∑
n∈N

∗1 (n) ∈ ∗R\Rexists by Theorem 3.1.

Let ∗1# (n) : N→ ∗R be the constant ∗R-valued function with value ∗1 ,i.e., ∗1# (n) = ∗1 ,for all n ∈ N#.The
hyperfinite sum

Ext-

ν∑
n=1

∗1# (n) ∈ ∗R\R , ν ∈ N#\N (4.6)

exists for all ν ∈ N#\N by Theorem 3.1.

We denote the value of ω-sum Ext-
∑
n∈N

∗1 (n)by ω̂.

Note that

ω̂ 6= cl (1, 2, ..., n, ...) = ω̃, (4.7)

since ω̂ = Ext-
∑
n∈N

∗1 (n) = Ext-
ω̃∑
n=1

∗1 (n) < Ext-
ω̃∑
n=1

∗1# (n) = ω̃. Note that the inequality Ext-
ω̃∑
n=1

∗1 (n) <

Ext-
ω̃∑
n=1

∗1# (n) holds by Theorem 3.2.

Example 4.2. The ω-sum Ext-
ω∑
n=1

1

n
∈ ∗R\R exists by Theorem 3.1, however

∞∑
n=1

1

n
=∞.

Theorem 4.1. Let Ext-
ω∑
n=k

an = A and Ext-
ω∑
n=k

bn = B,where A,B,C ∈ ∗R .Then (1)

Ext-

ω∑
n=k

C × an = C ×

(
Ext-

ω∑
n=k

an

)
(4.8)

(2)

Ext-

ω∑
n=k

(an ± bn) = A±B. (4.9)

(3)

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai = Ext-

j∑
i=0

ai + Ext-

ω∑
i=j+1

ai (4.10)

Proof.It follows directly from Theorem 3.1 by Definition 3.1.

Example 4.2. Consider the ω-sum

Sω (r) = Ext-

ω∑
n=0

rn,−1 < r < 1. (4.11)
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The ω-sum Ext-
ω∑
n=0

∗r−n ∈ ∗R\Rexists by Theorem 3.1.It follows from (4.11)

Sω (r) = 1 + Ext-
ω∑
n=1

rn = 1 + r

(
Ext-

ω∑
n=0

rn
)

= 1 + rSω (r) (4.12)

Thus Sω (r) ≡ 1

1− r .(4.13)

Remark 4.3. Note that for |r| < 1 Sω (r) = Ext-
ω∑
n=0

rn = S∞ (r) =
∞∑
n=0

rn(4.14)

since as we know for |r| < 1

S∞ (r) = lim
n→∞

n∑
n=0

rn =

∞∑
n=0

rn =
1

1− r . (4.15)

Definition 4.2.[5]. An element x ∈ ∗R is called finite if |x| < r for some r ∈ Q, r > 0.

Abbreviation 4.2.For x ∈ ∗R we abbreviate x ∈ ∗Rfin if x is finite.

Remark 4.4.[5]. Let x ∈ Q# be finite. Let D1, be the set of r ∈ Q such that r < x and D2 the set of r′ ∈ Q
such that x < r′. The pair (D1, D2) forms a Dedekind cut in R, hence determines a unique r0 ∈ Rd. A simple
argument shows that |x− r0| isinfinitesimal,i.e., |x− r0| ≈ 0.

Definition 4.3.[5].This unique r0 is called the standard part of x and is denoted by

◦x . (4.16)

Definition 4.4. An element x ∈ ∗Rfin is called standard if

x = ◦x . (4.17)

Abbreviation 4.2.For x ∈ ∗R we abbreviate x ∈ ∗Rst if x is standard.

Theorem 4.4.[5]. If x ∈ R, then ◦x = x; if x, y ∈ ∗Rfin are both finite, then

◦(x+ y) = ◦(x) + ◦(y) ,◦ (x− y) = ◦(x) − ◦(y) (4.18)

Definition 4.5.Let {ai}∞i=0 be countable ∗Rfin -valued sequence. We say that a sequence {ai}∞i=0 converges to
the standard limit a ∈ ∗Rfin and abbreviate a = st-limi→∞ ai if for every ε > 0, ε 6≈ 0 there is an integer N ∈ N
such that |ai − a| < εif i ≥ N.
Theorem 4.5. Let {ai}ni=0 , n ∈ N#\N be a hyperfinite ∗Rfin -valued sequence such that: (i) ◦ai = ai for any

i ≤ n and (ii) for any m ≤ n : Ext-
m∑
i=0

|ai| < µ ∈ ∗Rfin ,then

◦

(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai

)
= Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai . (4.19)

Proof.From Eq.(4.18) by the condition (ii) and hyper infinite induction we get

◦

(
Ext-

n∑
i=0

ai

)
= Ext-

n∑
i=0

◦ai (4.20)
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From Eq.(4.20) by the condition (i) we obtain Eq.(4.19).

Theorem 4.6. Let {ai}i∈N be a countable ∗Rst -valued sequence, i.e.,

◦ai = ai ∈ ∗Rst for any i ∈ N. Assume that: (i)
∞∑
i=0

|ai| <∞ and therefore there exists st-limm→∞
m∑
i=0

ai =

∞∑
i=0

ai; (ii) Ext-
ω∑
i=0

|ai| <∞ and (iii) st-limk→∞
ω∑
i=k

|ai| = 0.Then

◦

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai

)
≡ Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai. (4.21)

and

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai =

∞∑
i=0

ai. (4.22)

From (4.22) it follows directly

lim
m→∞

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=m

ai

)
= 0 (4.23)

Proof.The Eq.(4.21) follows directly from Eq.(4.19) and Definition 4.1.

From the Eq.(4.10) we get

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai −
k∑
i=0

ai = Ext-

ω∑
i=k

ai. (4.24)

From the Eq.(4.23) ∣∣∣∣∣Ext-
ω∑
i=0

ai −
k∑
i=0

ai

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣Ext-
ω∑
i=k

ai

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
ω∑
i=k

|ai| . (4.25)

From the Eq.(4.24) by condition (ii) we get

st- lim
k→∞

∣∣∣∣∣Ext-
ω∑
i=0

ai −
k∑
i=0

ai

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ st- lim
k→∞

ω∑
i=k

|ai| = 0. (4.26)

It follows from the Eq.(4.25)

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai = st- lim
k→∞

k∑
i=0

ai =

∞∑
i=0

ai (4.27)

and therefore the equality (4.22) also holds. Assum that the equality (4.22)
holds. Then from (4.22) one obtains for any m ∈ N

Ext-

ω∑
i=m

ai =

∞∑
i=m

ai (4.28)

and therefore

st- lim
m→∞

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=m

ai

)
= st- lim

m→∞

∞∑
i=m

ai = 0. (4.29)
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Example 4.3. Let ρ : N → ∗R be the ∗R-valued function such that ρ (n) = ∗rn ,|r| < 1,for all n ∈ N and

ρ (n) = ∗0 ,for all n ∈ N#\N.The ω-sum Sω (r) = Ext-
ω∑
n=0

∗rn ∈ ∗R\Rexists by Theorem 3.1 and by Theorem

4.6 we obtain Sω (r) = S∞ (r) =
∞∑
n=0

rn = (1− r)−1 the same result as obtained above by direct calculation

(4.14), see Remark 4.3.

Remark 4.4. Note that in general case the conditions (i)
∞∑
i=0

|ai| <∞ and

(ii) Ext-
ω∑
i=0

|ai| <∞ are not imply the condition (iii), but without condition (iii) the equality (4.22) obviously

is not holds.
Theorem 4.7. Let {ai}i∈N be a countable ∗Rst -valued sequence, i.e., ◦ai = ai ∈ ∗Rst for any i ∈ N.
Assume that:

(i) ai > 0 for i ≥ m and

(ii) st-limi→∞
an+1

an
< ∗1 .Then st-limk→∞

ω∑
i=k

|ai| = 0 and therefore

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai =

∞∑
i=0

ai (4.30)

Proof. Note that if st-limi→∞ (an+1/an) < ∗1 ,there is a number r ∈ ∗Rst such that 0 < r < ∗1 and
an+1/an ≤ r for n ≥ N. Thus we obtain aN+1 ≤ raN , aN+2 ≤ raN+1 ≤ r2aN , ..., aN+k ≤ rkaN , ...and therefore

Ext-

ω∑
i=N+k

ai ≤ Ext-
ω∑
i=k

riaN = rkaN

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ri
)

=
rkaN
1− r . (4.31)

It follows from (4.22) st-limk→∞

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=N+k

ai

)
=st-limk→∞

rkaN
1− r = 0 and by

Theorem 4.6 the equality (4.27) holds.

Theorem 4.8. Let {ai}i∈N be a countable ∗Rst -valued sequence, i.e., ◦ai = ai ∈ ∗Rst for any i ∈ N.
Assume that:(i) ai > 0 for i ≥ m and

(ii) st-limi→∞

(
a
1/i
i

)
< ∗1 .Then st-limk→∞

ω∑
i=k

|ai| = 0 and therefore

Ext-

ω∑
i=0

ai =

∞∑
i=0

ai. (4.32)

Theorem 4.9. Let {ai}ni=1and {bi}ni=1be ∗R - valued hyperfinite sequences such that Ext-
n∑
i=1

a2i = A ∈

∗Rfin and Ext-
n∑
i=1

b2i = B ∈ ∗Rfin .Then the following inequality holds(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

aibi

)2

≤

(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

a2i

)(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

b2i

)
. (4.33)

Proof. The inequality can be proved using only elementary algebra in this case. Consider the following quadratic
polynomial in x ∈ ∗R

0 ≤ Ext-
n∑
i=1

(aix+ bi)
2 =

(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

a2i

)
x2 + 2x

(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

aibi

)
+ Ext-

n∑
i=1

b2i . (4.34)

Since this polynomial is nonnegative, it has at most one real root for x,hence its discriminant is less than or
equal to zero. That is,
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(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

aibi

)2

−

(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

a2i

)(
Ext-

n∑
i=1

b2i

)
≤ 0. (4.35)

which yields (4.30).

Theorem 4.10. Let {ai}∞i=1and {bi}∞i=1be ∗R - valued countable sequences such that Ext-
ω∑
i=1

a2i = A ∈

∗Rfin and Ext-
ω∑
i=1

b2i = B ∈ ∗Rfin .Then the following inequality holds(
Ext-

ω∑
i=1

aibi

)2

≤

(
Ext-

ω∑
i=1

a2i

)(
Ext-

ω∑
i=1

b2i

)
. (4.36)

Proof.It follows from Theorem 4.9 by Definition 2.1.

5 External Hyperfinite Matrices and Determinants

5.1 Definitions and notations

A rectangular external hyperfinite array of ordered elements wich is hyperreal numbers from external field R#
c

or field C#
c = R#

c + iR#
c , is known as hyperfinite R#

c -valued (or C#
c -valued) matrix.

The literal form of a hyperfinite external matrix in general is written symbolically as∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
· · · · · ·

am1 am2 · · · amn

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ (5.1)

where aij ∈ ∗R#
c ; 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;m ∈ N#\N.

We use boldface type to represent a matrix, and we enclose the array itself in square brackets. The horizontal
lines are called rows and the vertical lines are called columns.

Each element is associated with its location in the matrix. Thus the element aij is defined as the element located
in the i-th row and the j-th column.

Using this notation, we may also use the notation [aij ]m×n to identify a matrix of order m × n, i.e. a matrix
having m rows (the number of rows is given first) and n columns. Some frequently used matrices have special
names. A matrix of one column but any number of rows is known as a column matrix or a column vector.
Frequently, for such a matrix, only a single subscript is used for the elements of the array. Another type of
matrix which is given a special name is one which contains only a single row. This is called a row matrix, or a
row vector. A matrix which has the same number of rows and columns, i.e. m = n, is a square matrix of order
(n× n) or just of order n ∈ N#\N. The main or prin-ciple diagonal of a square matrix consists of the elements
a11, a22, ..., ann. Asquare matrix in which all elements except those of the principal diagonal are zero is known
as a diagonal matrix.

If, in addition, all elements of a diagonal matrix are unity, the matrix is known as a unit or identity matrix,
denotet by U or 1. If all elements of a matrix are zero, aij = 0, the matrix is called a zero matrix, 0. A subclass
of a square matrix which is frequently encountered in circuit analysis is a symmetric matrix. The elements of
such a matrix satisfy the equality aij = aji for all values of i and j, or in other words, this matrix is symmetrical
about the main diagonal.
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Let Aω = [aij ] be a countable matrix, where aij ∈ ∗R#
c ; i, j ∈ N.The literal form of a countable matrix in

general is written symbolically as

Aω =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a11 a12 · · · a1n · · ·
a21 a22 · · · a2n · · ·
· · · · · · ·
ai1 ai2 · · · aii · · ·
· · · · · · ·

am1 am2 · · · amn · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·

(5.2)

Remark 5.1. Note there is canonical embeding Aω ↪→ Aω,n,where Aω,n is hyperfinite external matrix of the
following literal form

Aω,n =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a11 a12 · · · a1n · · · 0 0 · · ·
a21 a22 · · · a2n · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · 0 0 · · ·
ai1 ai2 · · · aii · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 0 0 · · ·

am1 am2 · · · amn · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 0 1 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(5.3)

where ann = 1 for all n ∈ N#\N and amn = 0 for all m 6= n, m, n ∈ N#\N.

5.1.1 Matrix equality

Two matrixes are equal if and only if (1) they are of the same order, and (2) each element of one matrix is equal
to its associated (placed in the row of the same number and the colunm of the same number) element in the
other matrix. Thus, for two matrices, A and B, of the same order and with elements aij and bij respectively, if
A = B, then all the elements have to be equal, i.e. aij = bij for all values of i and j.

5.2 Addition and subtraction of external hyperfinite matrices

If two external hyperfinite matrices A and B are of the same order, i.e. have the same hyperfinite number of
rows and the same hyperfinite number of columns, we may determine their sum by adding the corresponding
elements. Thus if the elements of A are aij and those of B are bij , then the elements of the resulting matrix
C = A + B are

cij = aij + bij (5.4)

Clearly A + B = B + A for hyperfinite matrices.Subtraction is similarly defined, i.e. C=A-Bare

cij = aij − bij . (5.5)

5.3 Multiplication by a scalar

The multiplication of external hyperfinite matrix A by a scalar k ∈ R#
c or k ∈ C#

c means that every element of
the matrix A is multiplied by the scalar.

Thus, if k is a scalar and Aisexternalhyperfinitematrixwithelementsaij , the elements of the matrix kA are
kaij :
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kA =


ka11 ka12 · · · ka1n
ka21 ka22 · · · ka2n
· · · ·

kam1 kam2 · · · kamn

 (5.6)

5.4 Multiplication of the external hyperfinite matrices

For the case where A is an n-th-order square matrix and Y and X are column matrices with n rows, the elements
of the resulting matrix Y = AX is defined by the relation

yi = Ext-nk=1aikxk (5.7)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The multiplication of two external hyperfinite matrices A and B is defined only if the number of columns of A
is equal to the number of rows of B. If A is of order (m× n) and B is of order (n× p) (such a pair of matrices
is said to be conform able for multiplication), then the product A ·B is a matrix C of order (m× p).

A(m×n)·B(m×p) = C(m) (5.8)

The elements of C are found from the elements of A and B by multiplying the i-th row elements of A and the
corresponding j-th column elements of B and summing these products to give cij

cij = Ext-nk=1aikbkj (5.9)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ p.

5.5 The determinant of the external hyperfinite matrices

Suppose we are given a square hyperfinite matrix A, i.e., an array of n2 hyper real numbers

A =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
· · · · · ·
an1 am2 · · · ann

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ (5.10)

where aij ∈ ∗R#
c ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, n ∈ N#\N.The number of rows and columns of the matrix (5.10) is

called its order. The numbers aij are called the elements of the matrix. The first index indicates the row and
the second index the column in which aij appears. The elements aii, 1 ≤ i ≤ n form the principal diagonal of
the matrix.

Consider any product of n elements which appear in different rows and different columns of the matrix (5.10),
i.e., a product containing jast one element from each row and each column. Such external product can be written
in the form

Ext-

n∏
m=1

aαmm = Ext- (aα11 × aα22 × ...× aαnn) . (5.11)

Actually, for the first factor we can always choose the element appearing in the first column of the matrix (5.10);
then, if we denote by oq the number of the row in which the element appears, the indices of the element will be
α1, 1.
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Similarly, for the second factor we can choose the element appearing in the second column; then its indices will
be α2, 2, where α2 is the number of the row in which the element appears, and so on.

Thus, the indices α1, α2, ..., αn are the numbers of the rows in which the factors of the product (5.11) appear,
when we agree to write the column indices in increasing order.

Definition 5.1.[19]. A function F is said to be a permutation of a set S if it is one-to-one and dom(F ) =
range(F ) = S.

Definition 5.2. [19]. Let [1, n] a set
{
k|k ∈ N# ∧ (1 ≤ k ≤ n)

}
.

Since, by hypothesis, the elements aα11, aα22, ..., aαnn appear in different rows of the matrix (5.10), one from
each row, then the numbers α1, α2, ..., αn are all different and represent some permutation of the set [1, n] . By
an inversion in the sequence {αi}ni=1, we mean an arrangement of two indices such that the larger index comes
before the smaller index. The total number of inversions will be denoted by

π (α1, α2, ..., αn) (5.12)

If the number of inversions in the sequence {αi}ni=1 is even, we put 430 plus sign before the product (5.11); if
the number is odd, we put a minus sign before the product.

In other words, we agree to write in front of each product of the form (5.11) the sign determined by the expression

(−1)π(α1,α2,...,αn) . (5.13)

The total number of products of the form (5.11) which can be formed from the elements of a given matrix of
order n is equal to the total number of permutations of the set [1, n]. As is well known, this number is equal to
n!.

Definition 5.3.[19].By the determinant D of the matrix (4.5.1) is meant the external sum of the n! products
of the form (5.11), each preceded by the sign determined by the rule just given, i.e.,

D =Ext- (−1)π(α1,α2,...,αn)

(
Ext-

n∏
m=1

aαmm

)
=

Ext- (−1)π(α1,α2,...,αn) (Ext- (aα11 × aα22 × ...× aαnn))

(5.14)

Henceforth, the products of the form (5.11) will be called the terms of the determinant D.The elements aij of
the matrix (5.10) will be called the elements of D and the order of (5.10) will be called the order of D. We
denote the determinant D corresponding to the matrix (5.10) by one of the following symbols:

D =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
· · · ·
an1 am2 · · · ann

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = det ‖aij‖ = |A| . (5.15)

5.6 Determinant and cofactors

General procedure for evaluating the determinants of any order is by expanding determinant in terms of a row
or column, which is called Laplaces’ expansion. If such an expansion is made along the i-th row of an array,
it has the following form

|A| = Ext-aikAik, (5.16)
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where all aik are the elements of A and all Aik are cofactors. These cofactors are formed by deleting the i-th
row and k-th column of the array (so that the remaining elements form a determinant, called minor, M, which
is of order one less than |A|) and prefixing the result by the multiplier (−1)i+k,which predetermines the sign of
the minor.

5.7 The transposition of the external hyperfinite matrix

Let At be a hyperfinite matrix

At =


a11 a21 · · · an1
a12 a22 · · · an2
· · · ·
a1n a2n · · · ann

 (5.17)

is obtained from a hyperfinite matrix (5.10) by interchanging rows an columns:

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
· · · ·
an1 an2 · · · ann

 (5.18)

The determinant
∣∣At
∣∣ obtained from the determinant |A| by interchanging rows and columns with the same

indices is said to be the transpose of the determinant |A|. We now show that the transpose of a determinant
has the same value as the original determinant. In fact, the determinants |A| and

∣∣At
∣∣ obviously consist of the

same terms; therefore it is enough for us to show that identical terms in the determinants |A| and
∣∣At
∣∣ have

identical signs. Transposition of the matrix of a determinant is clearly the result of rotating it (in space) through

180
◦

about the principal diagonal an, a22, ..., ann. As a result of this rotation, every segment with negative slope
(e.g., making an angle α < 90

◦
with the rows of the matrix) again becomes a segment with negative slope (i.e.,

making the angle 90◦− α with the rows of the matrix). Therefore the number of segments with negative slope
joining the elements of a given term does not change after transposition.

Consequently the sign of the term does not change either. Thus the signs of all the terms are preserved, which
means that the value of the determinant remains unchanged.

The property just proved establishes the equivalence of the rows and columns of a determinant. Therefore
further properties of determinants will be stated and proved only for columns.

5.8 The antisymmetry property

By the property of being antisymmetric with respect to columns, we mean the fact that a determinant changes
sign when two of its columns are interchanged. We consider first the case where two adjacent columns are
interchanged, for example columns j and j + 1.The determinant which is obtained after these columns are
interchanged obviously still consists of the same terms as the original determinant.

Consider any of the terms of the original determinant. Such a term contains an element of the j-th column and
an element of the (j+1)-th column. If the segment joining these two elements originally had negative slope, then
after the interchange of columns, its slope becomes positive, and conversely. As for the other segments joining
pairs of elements of the term in question, each of these segments does not change the character of its slope after
the column interchange. Consequently the number of segments with negative slope joining the elements of the
given term changes by one when the two columns are interchanged; therefore each term of the determinant, and
hence the determinant itself, changes sign when the columns are interchanged.
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Suppose now that two nonadjacent columns are interchanged, e.g., column j and column k with j < k,
where there are hyper finitely many m ∈ N#\N other columns between. This interchange can be accomplished
inductively by successive interchanges of adjacent columns as follows:

First column j is interchanged with column j + 1, then with columns j + 2, j + 3, ..., k.

Then the column k−1 so obtained (which was formerly column k) is interchanged with columns k−2, k−3, ..., j.
In all, m+ 1 +m = 2m+ 1 interchanges of adjacent columns are required, each of which, according to what has
just been proved, changes the sign of the determinant. Therefore, at the end of the process, the determinant
will have a sign opposite to its original sign (since for any hyperinteger m ∈ N#\N, the number 2m+ 1 is odd).

Remark 5.1.Note that the process mention above is well defined by hyperfinite induction axiom [2]-[4],[8].

Corollary 5.1.[19].Any external hyperfinite determinant with two identical columns vanishes.

Proof. Interchanging the columns does not change the determinant D. On the other hand, as just proved, the
determinant must change its sign. Thus D = −D, which implies that D = 0.

5.9 The linear properties of determinant

This property can be formulated as follows:

Theorem 5.1.[19].If all the elements of the j-th column of a determinant D are linear combinations of two
columns of numbers, i.e., if

aij = bi + ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (5.19)

where λ, µ ∈ R#
c or λ, µ ∈ C#

c are fixed numbers, then D is equal to a linear combination of two determinants

D = λD1 + µD2 (5.20)

Here both determinants D1 and D2 have the same columns as the determinant D except for the j-th column’,
the j-th column of D1 consists of the numbers bi, while the j-th column of D2 consists of the numbers ci.

Proof. Every term of the determinant D can be represented in the form

D =
(
Ext-j−1

i=1aαii

)
aαjj

(
Ext-ni=j+1aαii

)
=(

Ext-j−1
i=1aαii

) (
λbαjj + µcαjj

) (
Ext-ni=j+1aαii

)
=

λ
(
Ext-j−1

i=1aαii

)
bαjj

(
Ext-ni=j+1aαii

)
+ µ

(
Ext-j−1

i=1aαii

)
cαjj

(
Ext-ni=j+1aαii

)
.

(5.21)

Adding up all the first terms (with the signs which the corresponding terms have in the original determinant),
we clearly obtain the determinant D1, multiplied by the number λ.

Similarly, adding up all the second terms, we obtain the determinant D2, multiplied by the number µ.

Remark 5.2.It is convenient to write this formula in a somewhat different form. Let D be an arbitrary fixed
determinant. Denote by Dj (pi) the determinant which is obtained by replacing the elements of the j-th column
of D by the numbers pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∈ N#\N.

Then Eq.(5.21) takes the form

Dj (λbi + µci) = λDj (bi) + µDj (ci) (5.22)
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The linear property of determinants can be extended to the case where every element of the j-th column is a
linear combination not of two terms but of any other number of terms, i.e.

aij = Ext-rk=1λkb
k
i . (5.23)

In this case

Dj (aij) = Dj

(
Ext-rk=1λkb

k
i

)
= Ext-rk=1λkDj

(
bki

)
. (5.24)

Corollary 5.2. Any common factor of a column of a determinant can be factored out of the determinant.

Proof. If aij = λbi, then by (5.22) we have Dj (aij) = Dj (i) = λDj (bi).

Corollary 5.3. If a column of a determinant consists entirely of zeros, then the determinant vanishes.

Proof. Since 0 is a common factor of the elements of one of the columns, we can factor it out of the determinant,
obtaining Dj (0) = Dj (0 · 1) = 0 ·Dj (1) .

5.10 Addition of an arbitrary multiple of one column to another column

Theorem 5.2.[19]. The value of a determinant is not changed by adding the elements of one column multiplied
by an arbitrary number to the corresponding elements of another column.

Proof.Suppose we add the /cth column multiplied by the number λ to the j-th column (43a 6= j). The j-th
column of the resulting determinant consists of elements of the form aij + λaik, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By (5.22) we have
Dj (aij + λaik) = Dj (aij) + λDj (aik).

The j-th column of the second determinant consists of the elements aik, and hence is identical with the /cth
column. It follows from Corollary 3.8.1 that Dj (aik) = 0, so that Dj (aij + λaik) = Dj (aij) .

Remark 5.3.Theorem 5.2 can be formulated in the following more general form:

The value of a determinant is not changed by adding to the elements of its j-th column first the corresponding
elements of the k-th column multiplied by λ, next the elements of the l-th column multiplied by µ, etc., and
finally the elements of the p-th column multiplied by τ (43a 6= j, l 6= j, ..., 440 6= j).

Remark 5.4.Because of the invariance of determinants under transposition, all the properties of determinants
proved above for columns remain valid for rows as well.

5.11 Cofactors and minors

Consider any column, the j-th say, of the determinant D. Let aij be any element of this column. Add up all
the terms containing the element aij appearing in the right-hand side of equation (5.26),i.e.,

D =Ext- (−1)π(α1,α2,...,αn)

(
Ext-

n∏
m=1

aαmm

)
=

Ext- (−1)π(α1,α2,...,αn) (Ext- (aα11 × aα22 × ...× aαnn)) .

(5.25)

and then factor out the element ais. The quantity which remains, denoted by Aij , is called the cofactor of the
element aij of the determinant D.Since every term of the determinant D contains an element from the j-th
column, (5.25) can be written in the form
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Ext-ni=1aikAij = Ext- (a1kA1j + a2kA2j + ...+ a nkAnj) (5.26)

called the expansion of the determinant D with respect to the (elements of the) j-th column. Naturally, we can
write a similar formula for any row of the determinant D.

For example, for the ith row we have the formula:

Ext-nj=1aijAij = Ext- (ai1Ai1 + ai2Ai2 + ...+ a inAin) . (5.27)

Thus one obtains.
Theorem 5.3.[19]. The sum of all the products of the elements of any column (or row) of the determinant D
with the corresponding cofactors is equal to the determinant D itself.

Remark 5.5.Equations (5.26) and (5.27) can be used to calculate determinants, but first we must know how
to calculate cofactors.

Remark 5.6.Next we note a consequence of (5.26) and (5.27) which will be useful later. Equation (5.26) is
an identity in the quantities a1j , a2j , ..., anj . Therefore it remains valid if we replace aij (1 ≤ i ≤ n) by any
other quantities. The quantities A1j , A2j , ..., Anj remain unchanged when such a replacement is made, since
they do not depend on the elements ais. Suppose that in the right and left-hand sides of the equality (5.26) we
replace the elements a1j , a2j , ..., anj by the corresponding elements of any other column, say the k-th. Then the
determinant in the left-hand side of (5.26) will have two identical columns and will therefore vanish, according
to Corollary 5.3. Thus one obtains the relation

Ext-ni=1aikAij = Ext- (a1kA1j + a2kA2j + ...+ a nkAnj) = 0 (5.28)

for k 6= j.Similarly from Eq.(5.27) one obtains the relation

Ext-nj=1aljAij = Ext- (ai1Ai1 + ai2Ai2 + ...+ alnAin) = 0 (5.29)

for l 6= i. Thus one obtains the following.

Theorem 5.4.[19]. The sum of all the products of the elements of a column (or row) of the determinant D
with the cofactors of the corresponding elements of another column (or row) is equal to zero.

Remark 5.7.If we delete a row and a column from a matrix of hyperfinite order n, then, of course, the remaining
elements form a hyperfinite matrix of order n− 1.

The determinant of this matrix is called a minor of the original n-th-order matrix (and also a minor of its
determinant D).

If we delete the j-th row and the j-th column of D, then the minor so obtained is denoted by Mij or Mij(D).

We now show that the relation

Aij = (−1)i+j Mij (5.30)

holds, so that the calculation of cofactors reduces to the calculation of the corresponding minors. First we prove
(5.30) for the case i = 1, j = 1. We add up all the terms in the right-hand side of (5.25) which contain the
element a11, and consider one of these terms. It is clear that the product of all the elements of this term except
a11 gives a term c of the minor M11. Since in the matrix of the determinant D, there are no segments of negative
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slope joining the element an with the other elements of the term selected, the sign ascribed to the term a11c
of the determinant D is the same as the sign ascribed to the term c in the minor M11. Moreover, by suitably
choosing a term of the determinant D containing a11 and then deleting a11, we can obtain any term of the minor
M11. Thus the algebraic hyperfinite external sum of all the terms of the determinant D containing a11, with
a11 deleted, equals the product M11.

But according to results obtained above, this sum is equal to the product A11.

Therefore, A11 = M11 as required.

Now we prove (5.30) by hyper infinite induction for arbitrary iand j, making essential use of the fact that the
formula is valid for i = j = 1. Consider the element aii = a. appearing in the i-th row and the j-th column of
the determinant D. By successively interchanging adjacent rows and columns, we can move the element a over
to the upper left-hand corner of the matrix; to do this, we need i− 1 + j − 1 = i+ j − 2 hyper interchanges. As
a result, we obtain the determinant D1 with the same terms as those of the original determinant D multiplied
by (−1)i+j−2 = (−1)i+j .

The minor M11(D1) of the determinant D1 is clearly identical with the minor Mij(D) of the determinant D.
By what has been proved already, the sum of the terms of the determinant D1 which contain the element a,
with a deleted, is equal to M11(D1).

Therefore the sum of the terms of the original determinant D which contain the element aij = a, with a deleted,
is equal to

(−1)i+jM11 (D1) = (−1)i+jMij(D). (5.31)

According to results obtained above, this sum is equal to Aij . Consequently Aij = (−1)i+j Mij , which completes
the proof of (5.30).

Theorem 5.5.[19]. Formulas (5.28) and (5.29) can now be written in the following form

D =Ext-nk=1Ext- (−1)k+j akjMkj =

Ext-
(

(−1)1+j a1jM1j + (−1)2+j a2jM2j + ...+ (−1)n+j anjMnj

) (5.32)

and

D =Ext-nk=1 (−1)i+k aikMik =

Ext-
(

(−1)i+1 ai1Mi1 + (−1)i+2 ai2Mi2 + ...+ (−1)i+n ainMin

)
.

(5.33)

Example 5.1.An hyperfinite n-th-order determinant

Dn =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 0 0 · · · 0
a21 a22 0 · · · 0
a31 a32 a33 · · · 0
· · · · · · ·
an1 an2 an3 · · · ann

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(5.34)

is called triangular. Expanding Dn with respect to the first row, we find that Dn equals the product of the
element a11 with the triangular determinant
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Dn−1 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a22 0 0 · · · 0
a32 a33 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · 0
an2 an3 · · · · · · ann

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(5.35)

of the order n− 1.Again expanding Dn−1with respect to the first row, we find that

Dn−1 = a22Dn−2, (5.36)

where Dn−2 is triangular determinant of the order n− 2.By hyper infinite induction finally we obtain

Dn = Ext-ni=1aii. (5.37)

6 Generalized Cramer’s Rule for External Hyperfinite System

We are now can to solve external hyperfinite systems of linear equations.

First we consider hyperfinite system of the special form:

Ext-ni=1a1ixi = b1,
Ext-ni=1a2ixi = b2,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ext-ni=1anixi = bn.

(6.1)

i.e., a system which has the same number of unknowns and equations. The coefficients aij (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n) form
the coefficient matrix of the system; we assume that the determinant of this matrix is different from zero. We
now show that such a system is always compatible and determinate, and we obtain a formula which gives the
unique solution of the system.

We begin by assuming that c1, c2, . .., cn is a solution of (6.1),so that

Ext-ni=1a1ici = b1,
Ext-ni=1a2ici = b2,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ext-ni=1anici = bn.

(6.2)

We multiply the first of the equations (4.12.2) by the cofactor A11 of the element a11 in the coefficient matrix,
then we multiply the second equation by A21, the third by A31, and so on, and finally the last equation by An1.
Then we add all the equations so obtained. The result is

Ext- (a11A11 + a21A21 + ...+ an1An1) c1+
+Ext- (a12A11 + a22A21 + ...+ an2An1) c2 + ...+

+Ext- (a1nA11 + a2nA21 + ...+ annAn1) cn = b1A11 + b2A21 + ...+ bnAn1.
(6.3)

By Theorem 6.1, the coefficient of c1 in (6.3) equals the determinant D itself.

By Theorem 6.2, the coefficients of all the other cj(j 6= 1) vanish.

The expression in the right-hand side of (6.3) is the expansion of the determinant
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D1 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b1 a12 · · · a1n
b2 a22 · · · a2n
· · · · · ·
bn an2 · · · ann

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6.4)

with respect to its first column. Therefore (19) can now be written in the form Dc1 = D1,so that

c1 =
D1

D
. (6.5)

In a completely analogous way, we can obtain the expression

cj =
Dj

D
, (6.6)

1 ≤ j ≤ n,where

Dj =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 a12 · · · a1j−1 b1 a1j+1 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2j−1 b2 a2j+1 · · · a2n
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
an1 an2 · · · anj−1 bn anj+1 · · · ann

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6.7)

is the determinant obtained from the determinant D by replacing its j-th column by the numbers b1b2, ..., bn.
Thus we obtain the following result.

Theorem 6.1.[19]. If a solution of the system (6.1) exists, then (6.6) expresses the solution in terms of the
coefficients of the system and the numbers in the right-hand side of (6.1). In particular, we find that if a solution
of the system (6.3) exists, it is unique.

Remark 6.1.We must still show that a solution of the system (6.1) always exists.

Consider the quantities cj = Dj/D, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and substitute them into the system (6.1) in place of the unknowns
x1x2, ..., xn. Then this reduces all the equations of the system (6.1) to identities. In fact, for the i-th equation
we obtain

Ext- (ai1c1 + ai2c2 + ...+ aincn) = ai1
D1

D
+ ai2

D2

D
+ ...+ ain

Dn

D
=

D−1 [ai1 (Ext- (b1A11 + b2A21 + ...+ bnAn1)) +
+ai2 (Ext- (b1A12 + b2A22 + ...+ bnAn2)) + ...+

+ain (Ext- (b1A1n + b2A2n + ...+ bnAnn))] =
= D−1 [b1 (Ext- (ai1A11 + ai2A12 + ...+ ainA1n)) + ...+

+b2 (Ext- (ai1A21 + ai2A22 + ...+ ainA2n)) + ...+
+bn (Ext- (ai1An1 + ai2An2 + ...+ ainAnn))] .

(6.8)

By Theorems 4.11.1 and 4.11.2, only one of the coefficients of the quantities b1, b2, ..., bn is different from zero,
namely the coefficient of bi, which is equal to the determinant D itself. Consequently, the above expression
reduces to i.e., isidenticalwiththeright− handsideofthei−thequationofthesystem.

D−1biD =bi, (6.9)
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Thus the quantities cj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) actually constitute a solution of the system (4.12.1), and we have found the
following prescription (Generalized Cramer’s rule) for obtaining solutions of hyperfinite system (6.1).

Theorem 6.2.[19]. If the determinant of the system (6.1) is different from zero, then (6.1) has a unique solution,
namely, for the value of the unknown xj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) we take the fraction whose denominator is the determinant
D of (6.1) and whose numerator is the determinant obtained by replacing the j-th column of D by the column
consisting of the constant terms of (6.1),i.e., the numbers in the right-hand sides of the system.

Remark 6.2. One sometimes encounters systems of linear equations whose constant terms are not numbers
but vectors, e.g., in analytic geometry or in mechanics.

Cramer’s rule and its proof remain valid in this case as well; one must only bear in mind that the values of the
unknowns x1, x2, ..., xn will then be vectors rather than numbers.

7 Minors of Arbitrary Hyperfinite Order. Generalized Laplace’s
Theorem

Theorem 5.5.[19]. On the expansion of a determinant with respect to a row or a column is a special case of a
more general theorem on the expansion of a determinant with respect to a whole set of rows or columns. Before
formulating this general theorem (Generalized Laplace’s theorem), we introduce some new notation.

Suppose that in a square external matrix of hyperfinite order n ∈ N#/Nwe specify any k ≤ n different rows and
the same number of different columns. The elements appearing at the intersections of these rows and columns
form a square matrix of hyperfinite order k. The determinant of this matrix is called a minor of order k of the
original matrix of order n (also a minor of order k of the determinant D); it is denoted

M = M
i1.i2....ik
j1.j2....jk

, (7.1)

where i1, i2, ..., ik, are the numbers of the deleted rows, and j1, j2, ..., jk are the numbers of the deleted columns.

If in the original matrix we delete the rows and columns which make up the minor M, then the remaining
elements again form a square matrix, this time of order n − k. The determinant of this matrix is called the
complementary minor of the minor M, and is denoted by the symbol

M = M
i1.i2....ik
j1.j2....jk . (7.2)

In particular, if the original minor is of order 1, i.e., is just some element aij of the determinant D, then the
complementary minor is the same as the minor Mij discussed in Sec. .Consider now the minor:

M1 = M1,2,...,k
1,2,...,k (7.3)

formed from the first k rows and the first k columns of the determinant D; its complementary minor is:

M2 = M
1,2,...,k
11,2,...,k. (7.4)

In the right-hand side of equation (5.25), put group together all the terms of the determinant whose first k
elements belong to the minor M1 (and thus whose remaining n− k elements belong to the minor M2). Let one
of these terms be denoted by c; we now wish to determine the sign which must be ascribed to c. The first k
elements of c belong to a term c1, of the minor M1. If we denote by N1 the number of segments of negative
slope corresponding to these elements, then the sign which must be put in front of the term c1 in the minor
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M1 is (−1)N1 .The remaining n − k elements of c belong to a term c2 of the minor M2; the sign which must
be put in front of this term in the minor M2 is (−1)N2 , where N2 is the number of segments of negative slope
corresponding to the n−k elements of c2. Since in the matrix of the determinant D there is not a single segment
with negative slope joining an element of the minor M1 with an element of the minor M2, the total number
of segments of negative slope joining elements of the term c equals the sum N1 +N2. Therefore the sign which
must be put in front of the term c is given by the expression (−1)N1+N2 , and hence is equal to the product of
the signs of the terms c1 and c2 in the minors M1 and M2.

Moreover, we note that the product of any term of the minor M1 and any term of the minor M, gives us one of
the terms of the determinant D that have been grouped together. It follows that the sum of all the terms that
we have grouped together from the expression for the determinant D given by (5.25) is equal to the product of
the minors M1 and M2.Next we solve the analogous problem for an arbitrary minor

M1 = M
i1,i2,...,ik
j1,j2,...,jk

(7.5)

with complementary minor M2. By successively interchanging adjacent rows and columns, we can move
the minor M1 over to the upper left-hand comer of the determinant D; to do so, we need a total of Ext-
k
α=1 (iα − α) +Ext-kα=1 (jα − α) interchanges. As a result, we obtain a determinant D1 with the same terms as
in the original determinant but multiplied by (−1)i+j , where i = Ext-kα=1 (iα − α) , j = Ext-kα=1 (jα − α) b443
what has just been proved, the sum of all the terms in the determinant D1 whose first k elemeflts appear in the
minor M1 is equal to the product M1M2. It follows from this that the sum of the corresponding terms of the
determinant D is equal to the product (−1)i+jM1M2 = M1A2,where the quantity A2 = (−1)i+jM2 is called

the cofactor of the minor M1 in the determinant D. Sometimes one uses the notation A2 = A
i1,i2,...,ik
j1,j2,...,jk , where

the indices indicate the numbers of the deleted rows and columns.Finally, let the rows of the determinant D
with indices i1, i2, ..., ik be fixed; some elements from these rows appear in every term of D. We group together
all the terms of D such that the elements from the fixed rows i1, i2, ..., ik belong to the columns with indices
j1, j2, ..., jk. Then, by what has just been proved, the sum of all these terms equals the product of the minor
with the corresponding cofactor.

In this way, all the terms of D can be divided into groups, each of which is characterized by specifying k columns.
The sum of the terms in each group is equal to the product of the corresponding minor and its cofactor. Therefore
the entire determinant can be represented as the sum:

D =Ext-M
i1,i2,...,ik
j1,j2,...,jk

A
i1,i2,...,ik
j1,j2,...,jk , (7.6)

where the indices i1, i2, ..., ik (the indices selected above) are fixed, and the sum is over all possible values of the
column indices j1, j2, ..., jk (1 < j1 < j2 < ... < jk < n).

The expansion of D given by (7.6) is called Laplace’s theorem.

Clearly, Laplace’s theorem constitutes a generalization of the formula for expanding a determinant with respect
to one of its rows. There is an analogous formula for expanding the determinant D with respect to a fixed set
of columns.

7.1 Linear dependence between external hyperfinite columns

Suppose we are given m columns of hyperreal numbers with n numbers in each:
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A1 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a11
a21
·
·
·
an1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
, A2 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a12
a22
·
·
·
an2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
, ..., Am =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a1m
a2m
·
·
·

anm

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(7.7)

We multiply every element of the first column by some number λ1, every element of the second column by λ2,
etc., and finally every element of the last (mth) column by λm; we then add corresponding elements of the
columns.

As a result, we get a new column of numbers, whose elements we denote by c1, c2, ..., cn. We can represent all
these operations schematically as follows:

Ext-

λ1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a11
a21
·
·
·
an1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
+ λ2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a12
a22
·
·
·
an2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
+ ...+ λm

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a1m
a2m
·
·
·

anm

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

c1
c2
·
·
·
cn

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(7.8)

or more briefly as

Ext-mi=1λiAi = C, (7.9)

where C denotes the column whose elements are c1, c2, ..., cn ∈ ∗R#
c . The column C is called a linear combination

of the columns A1, A2, ..., Am, and the hyperreal numbers λ1, λ2, ..., λm ∈ ∗R#
c are called the coefficients of the

linear combination.

As special cases of the linear combination C, we have the sum of the columns if λ1 = λ2 = ... = λm = 1 and the
product of a column by a number if m = 1.

Suppose now that our columns are not chosen independently, but rather make up a determinant D of order
n ∈ N#/N. Then we have the following

Theorem 8.1..[19].If one of the columns of the determinant D is a linear combination of the other columns,
then D = 0.

Proof. Suppose, for example, that the q-th column of the determinant D is a linear

combination of the j-th, k-th, . . . , p-th columns of D, with coefficients λj , λk, ..., λp, respectively. Then by
subtracting from the q-th column first the j-th column multiplied by λj , then the k-th column multiplied by
λk,etc., and finally the p-th column multiplied by λp, we do not change the value of the determinant D.

However, as a result, the q-th column consists of zeros only, from which it follows that D = 0.

Remark 8.1.It is remarkable that the converse is also true, i.e., if a given determinant D is equal to zero, then
(at least) one of its columns is a linear combination of the other columns. The proof of this theorem requires
some preliminary considerations, to which we now turn.

Again suppose we have m ∈ N#\N columns of numbers with n ∈ N#\N elements in each.
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We can write them in the form of a matrix

A =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
a11 a12 · · · a1m
a21 a22 · · · a2m
· · · · · ·
an1 an2 · · · anm

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ (7.10)

with n rows and m columns. If k columns and k rows of this matrix are held fixed, then the elements appearing
at the intersections of these columns and rows form a square matrix of order 43a, whose determinant is a minor
of order 43a of the original matrix A; this determinant may either be vanishing or nonvanishing. If, as we shall
always assume, not all of the aik are zero, then we can always find an integer r which has the following two
properties:
1.The matrix A has a minor of order r which does not vanish;
2. Every minor of the matrix A of order r + 1 and higher (if such actually exist) vanishes.

Definition 8.1..[19].The number r which has these properties is called the rank of the matrix A.If all the aik
vanish, then the rank of the matrix A is considered to be zero (r = 0). Henceforth we shall assume that r > 0.
The minor of order r which is different from zero is called the basis minor of the matrix A.

(Of course, A can have several basis minors, but they all have the same order r.) The columns which contain
the basis minor are called the basis columns.

Concerning the basis columns, we have the following important

Theorem 8.2..[19]. (Basis minor theorem). Any column of the matrix A is a linear combination of its basis
columns.

Proof. To be explicit, we assume that the basis minor of the matrix is located in the first r rows and first r
columns of A. Let s be any integer from 1to m, let 43a be any integer from 1 to n, and consider the determinant

D =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 a12 · · · a1r a1s
a21 a22 · · · a2r a2s
· · · · · · ·
ar1 ar2 · · · arr ars
ak1 ak2 · · · akr aks

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(7.11)

of order r + 1. If k ≤ n, the determinant D is obviously zero, since it then has two identical rows. Similarly,
D = 0 for s < r. If k > r and s > r, then the determinant D is also equal to zero, since it is then a minor of
order r + 1 of a matrix of rank r.

Consequently D = 0 for any values of k and s.We now expand D with respect to its last row, obtaining the
relation:

Ext- (ak1Ak1 + ak2Ak2 + akrAkr) + aksAks = 0, (7.12)

where the numbers Ak1, Ak2, ..., Akr, Aks denote the cofactors of the elements ak1, ak2, ..., akr, aks appearing in
the last row of D.

These cofactors do not depend on the number k, since they are formed by using elements aij with i < r.

Therefore we can introduce the notation

Ak1 = c1, Ak2 = c2, ..., Akr = cr, Aks = cs. (7.13)

Substituting the values 43a = 1, 2, ..., n in turn into (8.6), we obtain hyperfinite system of equations
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Ext-rj=1cja1j + csa1s = Ext- (c1a11 + c2a12 + ...+ cra1r) + csa1s = 0,
Ext-rj=1cja2j + csa2s = Ext- (c1a21 + c2a22 + ...+ cra2r) + csa2s = 0,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··
Ext-ri=1cjanj + csans = Ext- (c1an1 + c2an2 + ...+ cranr) + csans = 0.

(7.14)

The number cs = Aks is different from zero, since Aks is a basis minor of the matrix A.

Dividing each of the equations (4.14.8) by cs, transposing all the terms except the last to the right-hand side,
and denoting −cj/cs by λj (1 ≤ j ≤ r), we obtain

Ext-rj=1λja1j = Ext- (λ1a11 + λ2a12 + ...+ λra1r) = a1s,
Ext-rj=1λja2j + csa2s = Ext- (λ1a21 + λ2a22 + ...+ λra2r) = a2s,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ext-rj=1λjanj + λsans = Ext- (λ1an1 + λ2an2 + ...+ λranr) = ans.

(7.15)

These equations show that the s-th column of the matrix A is a linear combination of the first r columns of the
matrix (with coefficients λ1, λ2, ..., λr). The proof of the theorem is now complete, since s can be any number
such that 1 ≤ s ≤ m.

Theorem 8.2..[19]. If the determinant D vanishes, then it has at least one column which is a linear combination
of the other columns.

Proof. Consider the matrix of the determinant D. Since D = 0, the basis minor of this matrix is of order
r < n. Therefore, after specifying the r basis columns, we can still find at least one column which is not one of
the basis columns. By the basis minor theorem, this column is a linear combination of the basis columns. Thus
we have found a column of the determinant D which is a linear combination of the other columns. Note that we
can include all the remaining columns of the determinant D in this linear combination by assigning them zero
coefficients.

Remark 8.2.The results obtained above can be formulated in a somewhat more symmetric way. If the
coefficients λ1, λ2, ..., λm of a linear combination of m columns A1, A2, ..., Am are equal to zero, then obviously
the linear combination is just the zero column, i.e., the column consisting entirely of zeros. But it may also be
possible to obtain the zero column from the given columns by using coefficients λ1, λ2, ..., λm which are not all
equal to zero. In this case, the given columns A1, A2, ..., Am are called linearly dependent.

A more detailed statement of the definition of linear dependence is the following: The hyperfinite columns

A1 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a11
a21
·
·
·
an1

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
, A2 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a12
a22
·
·
·
an2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
, ..., Am =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

a1m
a2m
·
·
·

anm

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(7.16)

are called linearly dependent if there exist numbers λ1, λ2, ..., λm, not all equal to zero,such that the system of
equation

Ext-mj=1λja1j = Ext- (λ1a11 + λ2a12 + ...+ λma1m) = 0,
Ext-mj=1λja2j = Ext- (λ1a21 + λ2a22 + ...+ λma2m) = 0,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ext-mj=1λjanj = Ext- (λ1an1 + λ2an2 + ...+ λranr) = 0.

(7.17)

is satisfied, or equivalently such that
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Ext-mi=1λiAi = 0, (7.18)

where the symbol 0 on the right-hand side denotes the zero column. If one of the columns A1, A2, ..., Am, (e.g.,
the last column) is a linear combination of the others, i.e

Am = Ext-m−1
i=1 λiAi. (7.19)

then the columns A1, A2, ..., Am are linearly dependent. In fact, (8.13) is equivalent to the relation

Am − Ext-m−1
i=1 λiAi = 0 (7.20)

Consequently, there exists a linear combination of the columns A1, A2, ..., Am, whose coefficients are not equal to
zero (e.g., with the last coefficient equal to −1 whose sum is the zero column; this just means that the columns
A1, A2, ..., Am are linearly dependent.

Conversely, if the columns A1, A2, ..., Am are linearly dependent,then {at least) one of the columns is a linear
combination of the other columns. In fact, suppose that in the relation

λmAm + Ext-m−1
i=1 λiAi = 0 (7.21)

expressing the linear dependence of the columns A1, A2, ..., Am, the coefficient λm, say, is nonzero. Then (4.14.15)
is equivalent to the relation

Am = −
(
Ext-m−1

i=1

λi
λm

Ai

)
. (7.22)

Remark 8.3.Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 show that the determinant D vanishes if and only if one of its columns is a
linear combination of the other columns. Using the results obtained above, we have the following.

Theorem 8.3.[19].The determinant D vanishes if and only if there is linear dependence between its columns.

Remark 8.4.Since the value of a determinant does not change when it is transposed and since transposition
changes columns to rows, we can change columns to rows in all the statements made above. In particular, the
determinant D vanishes if and only if there is linear dependence between its rows.

8 Conclusion

Though the history of infinitesimals and infinity is long and tortuous,nonstandard analysis, as a canonical
formulation of the method of infinitesimals, is only about 60 years old. Hence, definitive answers for many of
its methodological issues are yet to be found. In 1960, Abraham Robinson, exploiting the power of the theory
of formal language reinvented the method of infinitesimals, which he called nonstandard analysis because it
used nonstandard models of analysis. K. Hrbacek argue for acceptance of BNST+ (Basic Nonstandard Set
Theory plus additional Idealization axioms) [20]. BNST+ has nontrivial consequences for standard set theory;
for example, it implies existence of inner models with measurable cardinals.It has been proved in [21]-[24]
that any set theory wich implies existence of inner models with measurable cardinals is inconsistent. However
hyper Infinitary first-order logic 2L#

∞# with restricted rules of conclusions obviously can save BNST+ from a
triviality.Note that logic with restricted MP originally has been proposed in [25].
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